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Abstract
Feeling Factory: A Prosody Improvement Game for Children with ASD
Natalie Elise Lyon
Jichen Zhu, Ph.D., Connor Kerns, Ph.D., and David Leitman, Ph.D.
Previous research has shown that children with Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) tend to struggle
with correctly identifying and producing prosodic cues and may have a predilection for using com-
puter and games. However, there are currently no digital games that target prosody production
and perception. The design of the digital game Feeling Factory explores how to combine prosodic
speech therapy techniques with game design techniques. The goal of the game is to improve emo-
tional and grammatical, productive and receptive prosody in high-functioning children with ASD.
Feeling Factory uses a two-player design in order to balance engagement via the digital game with
contextual generalizability via in-person conversation. A feasibility study was conducted consisting
of semi-structured interviews with a panel of experts and children with ASD to help determine the
potential benefits of this design model. The study resulted in a high recommendation from both
groups.

1Chapter 1: Introduction
The rates of Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) diagnosis in children have risen dramatically in recent
years, with significant impact on those individuals with ASD as well as throughout the school systems
of which they are students [1]. Abnormalities in linguistics and communication is a defining feature
of ASD, and problems with prosodic features are among the most common of these abnormalities
likely to contribute to lesser social and communicative competence in high functioning people with
ASD [2]. Improvement in prosodic feature production in high-functioning children with ASD could
therefore have positive social interaction benefits in the short term, as well as throughout the lives
of children who increase these skills if the skills are generalized. However, treatment of prosody for
children with ASD is a particularly difficult area, for a variety of reasons. These difficulties include
ease of administration, effective assessment, and generalization [3].
These sources of problems for intervention design could be alleviated by a digital game approach,
which would allow for a tool that could be used by the child. A game could also be used often because
of increased motivational potential, increased in ease of assessment because of native tracking of the
user’s choices, and highly generalizable because of the inherent modularity of digital media [4] [5] and
increased speech practice with another person. In this project, we have created a digital game meant
for training prosody improvement in children with ASD that focuses on distinguishing between the
prosodic features of different emotions, and additionally questions versus statements, similar to the
diagnostic tool developed by Ploog [2]. Although the tool could be developed for use with a variety
of prosody problems, emotion and question versus statement intonation will be used here as an
initial testing point to investigate the potential of the design.
Very few interventions current exist for prosody treatment, despite a call to action from the
National Institutes of Health (NIH) indicating the importance of this area [3]. Prosodic treatment
is often treated in conjunction with other speech therapies as part of Individualized Education
Plan for children along with any other speech difficulties. However, perhaps because prosody is
2less concrete to measure than other speech difficulties and treatment is unguided, it is rarely the
focus of instruction from teachers, and speech therapists rarely have adequately frequent time with
children to address the need for sufficient practice for generalization [6]. Anecdotal evidence suggests
that many children with ASD have a proclivity for using computers and computer games. Some
recent studies in ASD communication have provided initial evidence that computer based models
for research and intervention may be effective for such children, most likely because of this proclivity
for the medium [7].
The digital game we have created, Feeling Factory, uses such a model, presenting the game on a
digital screen with which the child can interact. Furthermore, Feeling Factory is designed using game
design principles to increase the motivational effectiveness of the tool itself, by using techniques such
as game design principles that provide a sense of achievement and reward through player feedback
[8]. Motivation is a key to any educational success, and the techniques used in digital systems like
video games are designed to increase internal motivation mechanisms that can be very effective
in learning improvement [9] [10]. A tool that harnesses both the full motivational potential of a
video game and the effective application of prosodic intervention could be achieved by integrating
the intervention within the design of a video game. This combination may be best achieved in a
two-player cooperative model, allowing the learner with ASD to practice prosody perception and
production in the real context of speaking with another person, while using the game structure to
increase motivation to engage and learn from the experience. How can traditional ASD intervention
methods be combined with digital game design techniques to create a viable design model for learning
prosody? We attempt to answer this question via the results of usability playtesting case studies
with children with ASD and the feedback of a panel of experts in speech and language pathology.
We created a two-player cooperative game design that encourages engagement through gameplay
and feedback. Our digital game for children with ASD seeks to improve prosody production and per-
ception skills by practicing using prosody in a narrative context while speaking with another person.
The design is evaluated through a feasibility study consisting of an expert panel and case studies
with five children with ASD. The feasibility study yielded positive results, with all participants able
3to play through the game and also giving it a recommendation at the conclusion of testing. Chapter
2 reviews the relevant literature and previous works related to this field. Chapter 3 outlines the
Design Strategies methodology for this project. Chapter 4 describes the feasibility study of Feeling
Factory in detail. Chapter 5 provides a discussion of the implications and limitations of the project.
4Chapter 2: Literature Review
In order to explore how to create design parameters that may successfully combine game structure
with prosodic intervention for ASD, it will be necessary to explore both ASD interventions and
game design to see how they may be combined. The current state of ASD interventions for prosody,
digital games for children with ASD, digital games for speech, and educational game design will be
discussed in the following literature review.
2.1 ASD Interventions
The most widely used treatment method used for ASD intervention today is Applied Behavior
Analysis (ABA). A wide array of studies suggests it is the only currently known effective method of
treatment [11]. We designed the game Feeling Factory using ABA guidelines for design methodology
including starting intensive intervention at the earliest age possible, focusing on generalization and
social and communication skills, and including systematic, tailored objectives, as well as instruction
to be conducted in frequent, brief instructional sessions, and include specialized interventions, with
emphasis on development of spontaneous social communication skills. As ABA is partially based on
operant and respondent conditioning, the use of exercise repetition for target skills and the addition
of external rewards for correct use of target behaviors are important aspects of ABA [12], and are
reflected in the structure of Feeling Factory as well. The methodology of the ABA is based on
strengthening the child’s current skills and building new ones through positive reinforcement, fading
the child’s dependence on a therapist for help, providing stimuli to cue the child to try a behavior,
and generalization strategies [11]. Although the game Feeling Factory will not itself qualify as an
ABA treatment on its own, because of following these guidelines it potentially can qualify as ABA
once integrated into a child’s ABA treatment by his or her board certified therapist or teacher.
Another intervention model for ASD is Developmental, Individual-difference, Relationship-based
(DIR) Floortime. The core tenants of DIR Floortime aim to build foundations for development [13],
5as opposed to focusing on resultant behaviors as with ABA. The interventions are child-focused, and
centralize play to tailor interventions to children and promote positive interactions. The interactions
are then intended to be generalized through a train-and-hope methodology, in which the intervention
goals are hoped to be generalized after training and encouraged when they are observed [6]. Although
this approach has certainly not been studied as much as ABA, it has shown some initial success in
pilot studies [13]. The play based nature of DIR Floortime is certainly reflected in Feeling Factory
as a game based approach.
2.2 ASD and Prosody
For this project, prosody is defined as the patterns of stress and intonation in language, contributing
to intonation, tone, stress, and rhythm. It is how we speak, rather than the content of vocabulary
and how words are put together via grammar. Prosody conveys information such as affective (or
emotional) state, grammatical content (such as whether an utterance is a question or statement), and
other nuanced information, such as irony, sarcasm, emphasis, contrast, and focus. Prosody exists
in both the domains of expressive and receptive language, or aspects of speaking and listening,
respectively.
Despite widely observed difficulties children with ASD tend to face with prosodic skills, prosodic
ability and the source of the difficulties remains a severely under-researched area. In an analysis of
the literature by McCann and Peppé, it was shown that the findings in the literature often conflict
[14]. One of the potential causes of prosodic difficulties noted is pragmatic in nature, based on the
difficulties of children with autism in attending to and decoding intent of a speaker. If this is the
case, context rather than the physical act of vocalization may be important for effective treatment.
The literature studies expressive rather than receptive prosody far more often, although children
with ASD are noted to have difficulties with both domains [15]. Although the body of research
available is far from conclusive, we will operate under the basic assumption that at least some (if
not all) of the difficulty children with ASD face with prosody stems from a pragmatic source, as
opposed to a mechanical difficulty with physically using the voice for pitch, volume, and stress.
Hargrove conducted a critical meta-analysis of the current studies of interventions targeting
6prosody [16]. Only 14 studies met the inclusion criteria, pointing again to the lack of available
existing research in this area. However, there are several important conclusions to be made from
the existing work. First, all of the studies report at least some success, and it is therefore most
likely possible to treat prosody effectively. Five of the 14 interventions studied used computer-
assisted methods such as the IBM SpeechViewer (discussed in Section 2.5). The most common
treatment procedures were visual feedback, imitation, explicit explanations for how/when to use
prosodic elements, and verbal feedback. As will be outlined in Chapter 3, Feeling Factory uses
visual feedback, and fosters imitation, explicit explanations, and verbal feedback via the use of a
second player and semi-structured discussion time. However, it should be noted that the studies
overall measured expressive rather than receptive prosody, while we seek to target both domains.
Although there is no currently accepted state of the art treatment program for prosody inter-
ventions, the interventions that do exist tend to focus primarily on the expressive [15]. A treatment
program such as the one designed by Bouglé may often involve explicit instruction exercise repetition
(in which the interventionist repeatedly demonstrates and says how a sentence should be said, and
the child repeats the sentence) [17]. These exercises are sometimes accompanied by some kind of
visual feedback such as the IBM SpeechViewer, as is used by Bouglé in some trials, while for other
interventions no visual feedback is given, instead using verbal feedback to tell the child when they
have taken a correct action.
Overall findings on the ability of these interventions to maintain skills over time are even more
limited, and results have been mixed [18]. A further analysis of the literature by Hargrove suggests
that naturalistic/holistic methods (such as DIR Floortime) have not yet been investigated sufficiently
to be deemed viable or not viable. All of the studies in the literature and meta-analysis are explicit,
discrete, and are based on repetitive exercises. The core action of Feeling Factory seeks to adopt a
similar strategy of exercise reptition. For more information on the explicit studies utilizing computer-
assisted methods, see Section 2.5.
Very few materials are currently available for assisting in the treatment of prosody for children
with ASD, despite the huge need [19]. Speech and language pathologists often work with more
7general language teaching texts for ASD such as Teach Me Language, a fairly standard text for the
subject area. However, Teach Me Language does not contain a specific prosody instruction section,
or much instruction for pragmatics in general [20]. These exercises typically involve using lists of
questions on specified conversation topics, and requiring the child to answer these questions based
on interventionist prompting. A typical exercise from Teach Me Language includes specifying a
topic for conversation, like occupations, and then asking questions about specific ones in a repeated
exercise to practice talking about this topic (i.e. “What does a farmer do?” “Where does a doctor
work?” etc.). Other, less research based tools exist as well, often for more specific prosodic problems
such as hypernasality [21], but their efficacy is generally not known.
2.3 Digital Games for Children with ASD
The research surrounding prosody intervention in children, especially those with ASD, has suffered
from the practical drawbacks of treatments that require a long period of time and are poorly under-
stood because of a lack of empirical evidence-based research. Technological solutions may serve to
alleviate some of the barriers to development of new interventions [3]. According to an analysis of
the existing literature by Moore and Taylor [22], the efficacy of the computer model could be due to
a variety of reasons, including perceptual differences that cause a lack of 3D processing and a lack
of mastery of the interpretation of nuanced human speech as opposed to computer speech. The mo-
tivational capabilities of computer-based and computer-assisted approaches have also been observed
in children with ASD regardless of ability with computers as a prerequisite. The practicality of easy
customization is also a noteworthy advantage [22].
As of yet there is not a satisfactory body of research on the potential and advantages of digital
methodologies for ASD interventions; however, many studies have cited a general intuition about
children with ASD Spectrum Disorder’s affinity for computers. One recent study by Ploog [2]
demonstrated validity to a computer-based approach using game elements in evaluating the atten-
tional patterns related to prosody in low functioning children with ASD. The study had the children
play a game in which they could direct a cartoon bird towards different piles of nuts, which were
accompanied by voiceovers of sentences differing in content and prosody. The results showed that
8the children with ASD attended to prosody and content equally, as opposed to favoring content like
their peers without ASD. This result suggests that the children with ASD were not misusing prosody
because of a lack of ability to hear pitch and stress, but rather were not connecting it properly with
the content of an utterance.
The results suggest that a computer gaming approach to a prosodic tool for children with ASD
could further function as a behavior training tool as opposed to the behavior identification used in
the study. Ploog [23] has recently replicated the results of the study using a language unfamiliar
to the participants (German), which yielded similar results, with the only difference that children
with typical development did not show preference for positive versus negative tone of voice as they
demonstrated in studies with familiar language. The study proposed here would help to contribute
to this growing body of work examining the potential of digital methodologies for ASD intervention.
One computer-based program for children with ASD worthy of note in the area of affect is the
program Mindreading [24]. This program focuses on identifying emotions via visuals and prere-
corded audio samples, and is presented as intervention exercises rather than a game. The program
is a kind of emotion library, where users can look up examples of faces and voices using any given
emotion. The efficacy of the program was tested in a controlled, randomized trial with 43 chil-
dren with ASD, and found that the children were able to improve their emotion identification skills
on 3 of 4 emotion decoding measures post-test and maintained at a 5 week follow up [25]. How-
ever, for this trial, use of the program was combined with in person treatment with therapists
who helped the children rehearse the identification of the emotions. While this study does have
promising results, the construction of the treatment method for testing may indicate favorability for
computer-assisted treatments over computer-based programs in the domain of emotion identification
training. Computer-assisted treatments use computer programs as tools in combination with face to
face treatment while computer-based programs are meant to be used alone. Feeling Factory could
similarly be said to be following a computer-assisted approach, given that the game is two-player,
and the second player is meant to be a facilitator of the learning process.
Hiniker, Daniels, and Williamson [26] have created a series of games for ASD intervention called
9Go Go Games, focusing on perception skills, which also use a responsive model worth consideration.
The Go Go Games collection of activities primarily focus on matching skills (matching different
pictures together by their characteristics for example), to work on observation, focus, and catego-
rization skills. Through multiple cue response, the games modulate difficulty over time through an
algorithm, emulating the principle of [9] that the most learning takes place at the edge of the player’s
competency, necessitating some method for controlling the difficulty relative to the player’s ability
level. Feeling Factory attempts to achieve a similar effect of creating appropriate challenge level
by allowing the progression through incremental difficulty, controlled by the player with prosody
difficulties (see Chapter 3 for more details). The design process of Go Go Games also demonstrated
a need for forgiving player controls for children with ASD, since fine motor skills can often be an
issue as well, and are not the target of the intervention, and an example of one such game can be
seen in Fig. 2.1.
Figure 2.1: A screenshot from a GoGo Games trainbuilding iPad application
Preliminary testing also revealed that audio and visual feedback was most effective when used
more so in the case of correct action, avoiding the problem of reinforcement of incorrect choices
should a child enjoy visual or audio feedback that was intended to mark an action as incorrect [26].
Feeling Factory uses a similar approach to feedback, providing movement and audio cues only for
correct answers. Although the findings of the pilot testing for Go Go Games is promising, it should
be noted that efficacy studies for the games are currently underway and are not yet published.
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Another recent study by Sansosti [1] has demonstrated the validity of a computer based approach
to other social skills trainings used for high-functioning children with ASD, in this case, specifically
using Social Stories. The study presented traditionally designed Social Stories with pictures and
words through an automatically advancing Microsoft PowerPoint presentation followed by a video
of a peer modeling desired behavior. The Social Stories were designed for each participating child
individually to describe a target social situation and desired behavioral outcome. Although the study
ultimately ended up combining teacher intervention, the computer-based model was successful for
presenting the Social Stories, including in the estimation of the teachers’ evaluations themselves.
This suggests that the redesign of previously used interventions for children with ASD adapted to
digital media may be as effective or more effective for some children.
Some studies using computer models for interventions for children with ASD have shown results
over the short term but have been less successful in the more difficult case of long-term benefits. For
example, Heimann [27] used an interactive multimedia computer program that successfully increased
reading and phonological skills of children with ASD in efficacy trials over the short term, but was not
maintained in follow up study. Results from studies like this warrant investigation into generalization
techniques, and also the potential to mix computer-based approaches with other techniques once
they have been developed further.
Moore and Taylor [22] propose a method for the rather difficult subject of how to evaluate the
effectiveness of computer based models as they are developed, and suggests that if the child is to
engage with the system in a satisfactory manner, the benefits of the intervention are likely to ensue,
and that therefore we should measure engagement with the system primarily. Engagement within
the system can be measured by the child’s own willingness to continue the activity voluntarily. This
gets around the practical barrier of not wanting to limit the education of any participant to one
type of intervention just because they are part of a study, and it would remove other variables. This
study concludes that more computer-based systems should be developed specifically for children
with ASD, keeping their needs specifically in mind, in order to achieve better quality and access to
education. However, it pre-assumes a high degree of general effectiveness of all digital adaptations,
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which the literature does not seem to have supported sufficiently.
Nevertheless, this model is useful as a first step towards studying the proclivity of children with
ASD for computers, which to this point seems to be treated as an assumption without formal study.
Without a solid foundation of scientific testing, digital-based tools in the field of ASD education can
never be taken as seriously as they should; this analysis lends credence to why they should work,
and this project is intended to contribute to that growing body of evidence.
2.4 Digital Game Design for Speech
Realistic approaches to digital visualization have previously proven to be ineffectual in comparison
to abstract approaches in digital animation and digitally modeled artificial intelligence. Lasseter
[28] demonstrated how techniques drawn from traditional animation skills can be adapted to 3D
animation to great effect, heightening a perception of realism via unrealistic means, such as exag-
gerated anticipation and bend and flex. Bates [29] has demonstrated a similar strategy in the field
of artificial intelligence by creating heightened, simple visual representations of emotion to create
artificially intelligent characters that are perceived by the audience to be believable agents. (Arti-
ficial intelligence is comprised of intelligent agents, which can analyze their environments and act
accordingly to maximize chances of success). Cho [30] has shown that matching the expectation of
realism across perceptual categories can be important, as in the ‘what’ and ‘where’ categorizations
of presence elements, meaning visual cues that tell the viewer what an object is meant to represent
and where it is in virtual space. Not only do these abstract approaches create a pleasing experience
for the audience, but in many ways, they foster a perception of reality as well. These works support
an abstract approach to the art style for a digital tool, which could have aesthetic as well as practical
benefits relating to generalization.
Speech in a game form can be thought of as an extension of the user’s voice within the digital
space. We are adapting this concept from a similar theory related to digital embodiment for agency.
In a typical video game, the player’s body is represented by a visual means that can be either
mediated through an avatar in the case of third-person views or through more abstract means in the
case of first-person views, which often rely on virtual physics to represent the player in the physical
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space. These kinds of extensions of the player into virtual space can be thought of as similar to the
way a cane has been shown to become an extension of the psychological space occupied by the body
of a blind person—the cane becomes a pseudo-bodily extension [31]. Similarly, the virtual physical
interactions a player has with a space are mental extensions of the player’s own body. The same
could be said of the player’s voice if used as a main mechanic of the game.
Speech as a potential mechanic in game construction can be situated in an interesting place in
terms of allegory, algorithm, and ideology of gameplay acts [32]. The act of speaking can serve as
a control allegory against the traditional allegories provided by other media that might be found in
traditional methods of speech and language pathology, such as static pictorial and written represen-
tations. This act of control embedded within the instructional device itself could serve to improve
the generalizability of a learning practice, by better simulating situational context. A gaming con-
struction formulated with speech acts allows for computational reprocessing to place the allegory
of the text the player is meant to generalize against an enacted text of acts he or she is actually
performing. Using speech as the action between the players of our game could therefore increase
generalizability through the allegorical context.
2.5 Review of Speech Games
Very few games have been developed for prosodic speech skills, but there are a few programs in
current development. A recent computer program called Vocsyl has been developed to help children
visualize speech in order to facilitate combining syllables [33]. Vocsyl is still currently in development,
but used an approach similar to user-centric design that focuses on the wishes of the end-user, in
this case the child, for feedback as the product is designed. Although Vocsyl has shown initial
success in testing, it must be noted that as of yet, a pilot study has been published testing only
two children with ASD, who were qualitatively evaluated to successfully use Vocsyl to successfully
practice combining syllables within the program [7].
Vocsyl’s visualization approach give children feedback on the screen that cues them for timing
of when to combine syllables using visuals like a stop light. Similar to Feeling Factory, Vocsyl uses
ABA techniques as a model, using systems like prompting children for attempts at answers and
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rewarding correct responses. However, Vocsyl is not currently complete as a game, and as such, the
rewards are completely separate, such as handing the child food when correct responses are given.
Also in contrast to our work with Feeling Factory, Vocsyl focuses on the mechanical aspects of speech
and feedback rather than the context of conversation, which may be of particular importance for
prosody disorders in ASD [14].
A few abstract visualizations of speech have been developed for speech and language pathology.
Notable examples include the IBM SpeechViewer [34], the Conversation Clock [35], and the prelim-
inary research into sPeAK-MAN [36]. SpeechViewer uses speech recognition software to encourage
vocalizations of target sounds such as difficult vowels or consonant clusters, and represents successes
in an abstract manner by rewarding the player with simple animations. These animations are not
realistically related to the sounds themselves (for instance, a snail climbing a slope a little more each
time a correct sound is voiced) is not a representation of that sound as seen in Fig. 2.2.
Figure 2.2: A screenshot of the IBM SpeechViewer
Although they are not related in a literal sense like the anatomical 3D computer models used by
some speech and language pathologists), they have proven effective in motivating speech pathology
patients, particularly those with ASD Spectrum Disorder, to continue practicing vocalizations. Other
games developed using the SpeechViewer include the Stepping Stones Game, a program designed to
help modify speaking rate by providing visual and auditory feedback on the user’s speaking rate,
articulation, and pause time [37].
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The Conversation Clock represents the speech of a group in a very abstract way by assigning
each participant a color and marking down vocalizations of each member of the group by color in
lines that form a spiral. More recent vocalizations are shown on the outside of the spiral and louder
vocalizations are longer lines, as seen in Fig. 2.3. The Conversation Clock has been well received
as an interesting and potentially useful tool for self-awareness based on study participant feedback,
but also has the notable drawback of being distracting of the conversation at hand to some users.
Figure 2.3: A screenshot of the Conversation Clock
The serious game sPeaK-Man is still in development and research only includes a pilot study,
but the concept is centrally based on the same premises being discussed here. The structure is
a modification of PAC-MAN that converts the mechanic of finding power-ups to make the ghosts
vulnerable instead of threats into a mechanic that has the player speak a word displayed over the
ghost’s head. The speech is processed through the Xbox Kinect microphone and Microsoft’s speech
recognition software [36]. There is little data available for the game at present, but it adheres to the
concept that the core mechanics of a serious game ought to be fun to provide internal motivation to
the participants, and that the educational material should be centrally involved in the mechanics. All
of these digital tools hold in common abstract visualizations of the user’s speech that also encourage
self-motivated behavior modification of the target type of speech. Each one is entertaining enough
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to encourage participants to continue to use the tool, and the use of the tools themselves involve
building on speech skills by using visual media to increase the user’s awareness of their own speech.
We intend to develop a similarly effective game for the purpose of prosody training for children with
ASD.
2.6 Educational Game Design
Successful educational games treat the game as a learning machine, wherein the main mechanic of
the game that the player uses throughout is fundamentally an exercise in the educational material
to be learned. By using strategies like increasing difficulty to appropriate levels to challenge the
player throughout the game and building off of previously mastered skills, these games can elicit
engagement in the game activity itself [9]. Ang [5] suggests that educational video games should
optimally involve both narratology and ludology to maximize the enjoyment and the immersiveness
of the game. It is argued that while having fun and being involved, the player can also be aware
that he/she is learning and that the learning itself can be further motivation. Videogames of all
kinds can be viewed as a designed experience, the intersection of design constraints and the players’
intentions, which creates an environment conducive to learning when developed properly [4]. This
makes well-designed games potentially powerful learning tools. Notably, all of the examples of digital
speech tools using game elements in the literature focus on ludologic approaches [34] [35] [36]. It is
unclear whether this is due to an assumption that ludology fits the nature of serious games better,
because it was a simpler approach to construct, or because of coincidence from the small number
of examples available in the field thus far; further investigation will be undertaken throughout this
project. Design models for effective digital games or digital games-based learning tools are being
investigated more as well, including the model proposed by Kiili [38], which is based on experiential
learning theory, flow theory, and fundamental game design principles.
In order to expand the functionality of a digital game for prosody to truly extend to production
and not only correct identification, the tool would involve a requirement for users to produce sen-
tences, and a means by which to detect if the production is right or wrong, similar to the structure
used for training identification. The majority of the research in this field seems to have been focused
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on either the improvement of general speech detection, or the use of verbal inputs to create non-
traditional computer interfacing methods for the physically impaired [39] [40] [41] [42]. Recently, the
topic has also been approached for use with other computational devices such as smart phones as
well [43]. Although the research was created for a different purpose, it could likely be easily adapted
for use in a prosody interface for children with ASD. However, the technical problems of signal
processing can be circumvented by a two-user design that utilizes the second person to conduct the
detection.
When the core mechanic of a game is something educational, a well-designed game teaches that
educational material as a matter of gameplay itself. James Paul Gee has outlined many factors that
contribute to the successful teaching structure of an educational game, segmented in factors that
contribute to ongoing learning and semiotic domains [9]. If the material is the central gameplay
mechanic, it will be subject to automation and repetition for practice. It must also be reliant on
situated meaning, or a created context that gives meaning to action within the game. A game must
also strive to be engaging so that the player will posessess sufficient motivation to learn the core
mechanic. Within semiotic domains, a game should create an active, critical learning environment,
one in which the player is a participant in analyzing his or her own actions and their consequences.
Finally, an educational game should make apparent the relationships that the player’s actions have
across the system of the game, so that those consequences are apparent and meaningful. Feel-
ing Factory attempts to combine techniques from these domains with techniques from traditional
intervention to create a more effective teaching tool for children with ASD.
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Chapter 3: Design Strategies
In order to investigate the new design space of integrating traditional ASD intervention techniques
in the domain of educational digital game design, we designed and developed Feeling Factory. It is
a two-player game for iPad. When one player takes the role of speaking with different emotions, the
other player takes the role listening and interpreting those emotions. Players trade roles throughout
the game. This format means that while the interface for the game is digital, the main action of the
game is speaking and listening with another person in a mediated way. Feeling Factory is designed
to be played by a child with ASD with difficulties with prosody, and for the second player to be a
therapist, teacher, or parent who can help facilitate meaningful gameplay.
3.1 Design Goal
The goal is to create a product that is effective in teaching the target prosodic speech skills through
engagement and generalizability, by combining traditional ASD intervention techniques with ed-
ucational digital game design techniques. Since learning language skills in implicit ways may be
impaired for children with ASD due to deficits that hinder engagement and generalization, focusing
on maximizing engagement and generalization could be a key factor to making an effective teaching
tool. Feeling Factory aims to balance the learning aspects of intervention with the fun of gameplay.
3.2 Game Design
The target demographic for Feeling Factory is boys with ASD between 10 to 14 years of age. (While
the game could also be used with girls, the characters are male in order to better target the demo-
graphic, since ASD is about five times more common in boys than in girls [44]). The content assumes
that the child can read at a 3rd grade level, and the text of the game is assessed at a Flesch–Kincaid
Grade Level of 3rd grade. Given the tendency for children with ASD to have slightly younger taste
level, the aim of the game is to target approximately a 10 year old taste level. Feeling Factory is a
two-player game, and it is designed for the 2nd player to be the child’s therapist, teacher, or parent;
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ideally, this player should be someone who does not have difficulties with prosody and can help
facilitate the learning process.
Through a core mechanic that emphasizing speaking and listening with expressive emotion and
grammatical content, Feeling Factory focuses on learning expressive prosodic skills throughout game-
play. By using a whimsical narrative and design feel to the game, we hope to create external reasons
to enhance the motivations of the players to engage and want to do well at the core speech activity.
To play, each player sits with their own iPad, facing away from each other such that they cannot
see each others screens or faces.
3.2.1 Narrative Design
Narrative is an important element of our game. Studies have shown narrative context is important for
increasing immersiveness and engagement in games [5], which in turn can lead to increased learning
[9]. However, most of the games and interventions in the field do not provide this context, as explored
in Chapter2. In Feeling Factory, we designed a background story not only for engagement, but also
to provide an additional external context for speaking and listening closely to expressive prosody.
The narrative of Feeling Factory is presented through text and illustrations, which are sometimes
animated. The background story of the game is an inventor character creates a Feeling Factory where
elves make emotion potions for toys that can come to life. However, one day when the inventor leaves
the factory, the elves spill potion everywhere and touch the potions themselves. This makes the elves
strongly feel only one emotion each, and they are not able to do any more work or even unlock the
doors of the factory for the inventor to get back to them. The players take turns to control either
the elf or inventor character. The player playing the role of the inventor needs to listen to the elves
through the locked doors to hear which emotion they have, and then he can pick the right antidote
to give each elf so he can unlock each door. The player playing the role of the elf has to speak
expressively so the inventor player can figure out which antidote to pick.
The narrative is set in the fantasy setting of a factory of elves to add an element of whimsy to the
game. The story also creates an external reason for speaking with expressive prosody and listening
carefully to expressive prosody. This adds a narrative motivation on top of typically occurring real
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world conversational motivations that people usually have for being correctly understood.
3.2.2 Core Mechanics
Feeling Factory is a cooperative two-player game. Players work together to solve each level, and
take turns playing an elf/speaking role and an inventor/listening role.
Elf/Speaking Role
The player in the role of the elf says target sentences with specified prosodic cues. This allows players
to practice expressive language, which is how to output language. Players only have information
revealing which choice is correct on the speaker’s screen, and since the players cannot see each other’s
screens, the only way to figure out the right emotion or grammatical content to pick is to speak and
listen to the prosodic cues. Fig. 3.1 displays the various ways the elf player is cued to say the target
sentence (“I like making potions!”) in a happy tone of voice. An emoticon, the expression on the elf
character’s face, and the content of a thought bubble showing that he is thinking about getting a
cake all cue the player that the character is currently happy. The player should therefore currently
speak in a happy tone of voice.
Figure 3.1: A screenshot of the player’s screen while in the role of the elf
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Inventor/Listening Role
The other player, in the role of the inventor character, listens to his partner player. The inventor/lis-
tening player listens to the prosodic content of the sentences from his partner to practice receptive
language, which is how we listen to and interpret language. It is this player’s job to interpret and
decide which emotion is being used to pick the right antidote to give the elf, which are displayed as
the buttons seen in Fig. 3.2. Also note that the inventor/listening role’s player does not show the
emotional cues found on the elf/speaking character’s screen shown in Fig. 3.1, so the prosody in the
other player’s voice is the only way to determine which is the correct answer.
Figure 3.2: A screenshot of the player’s screen while in the role of the inventor
Combined Elements
If the inventor/listening role player selects a correct answer, it results in a point being awarded in
the bar in the upper right of Fig. 3.1 and Fig. 3.2, and a reward sound for both players. Getting
an answer wrong results in a prompt to try again, forcing the player to get all answers right before
moving on to the next level. This structure follows the errorless learning paradigm [45]. After each
correct answer is given, players swap roles (the player who was formerly in the elf/speaking role
is now in the inventor/listening role and vice-versa). Giving three correct answers completes the
emotion portion of a level (see Section 3.3 for details on the complete contents of a level). If a level
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is completed, the players are rewarded with an animation of a star, which is added to a progress bar
that shows how many levels the players have currently completed, seen in the upper left of Fig. 3.1
and Fig. 3.2. Finishing all levels by earning all stars results in an ending reward animation.
Unlike most traditional interventions, the main interface is digital and game-based, which when
properly designed, may boost engagement potential for children with ASD, especially given the
demonstrated proclivity for computers discussed in Chapter 2. Unlike most digital games for children
with ASD, the game is for two players to play cooperatively, which may aid in the ability to generalize
the speech skills learned given the increased level of realism of speaking with someone else.
The cooperative structure of Feeling Factory means the players progress through the game to-
gether as a team. It is presumed in the design that one of the players has difficulty with prosody,
and the other does not, and will not often make prosody-based mistakes. This kind of asymmetrical
skill level means that the level of challenge can mainly be dictated by the skill level of the player
with prosody difficulties. If the player with prosody difficulties is currently speaking, the expres-
siveness of his prosodic cues will directly correspond to how challenging it is for the other player to
determine which choice to make. If the player with prosody difficulties is currently listening, the
attention paid to the expressiveness of the other player will directly correspond to how challenging
it is to determine which choice to make as well. Since the amount of challenge is dictated by the skill
level of the player with prosody difficulties, this structure helps to keep the difficulty level balanced
between challenge and frustration.
The inspiration for this two-player cooperative system comes largely from the non-educational
game Spaceteam, a multiplayer game that also uses speech as the main mechanic. In Spaceteam,
each player has their own device with different controls on it. Instructions are given at the top of
the screen that the players must complete as a team, but the instructions are usually for a different
player’s controls. Therefore players must verbally tell each other the instructions and listen to hear
instructions for their own panels as well. An example of the two players’ screens for Spaceteam can
be found in Fig. 3.3.
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Figure 3.3: A screenshot of two players’ screens from the game Spaceteam
The main challenge level in Spaceteam comes from each player needing to simultaneously give
and receive instructions, or speak and listen at the same time, and the inherent chaos caused by this
paradox. Additionally, the words are mainly made up and difficult to say, particularly given time
pressure. Feeling Factory removes the challenge elements of time pressure, speaking and listening
at the same time, and difficult fictional words, and instead uses prosodic cues as the source of the
challenge. While the overall mechanic is similar, it is critical that the core mechanic of a game and
its source of challenge be rooted in the material to be learned, and in the case of the educational
game Feeling Factory, that material is prosody.
3.2.3 Visual and Sound Design
The visual design of Feeling Factory uses a 2D flat-design style. The objects are relatively large and
there are few extraneous elements on the screen, making the images relatively simple to interpret.
Visual focus is additionally directed to the elements the player should be focusing on the most
through bright colors and arrow cues that point to the character being played. Other, more hand
drawn styles were also developed for the game, but it was determined that the combination of flat-
design style, colors, and large elements in the final design were the easiest to follow visually, to avoid
any problems with visual perception that a child with ASD might experience [22]. When players are
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tasked with the role of the elf who has to role-play a specific emotion, this emotion is cued visually
through an emoticon, a displayed word in the instructions, and a thought bubble image that shows
the elf thinking of an activity that uses that emotion, which are highlighted with arrows in the
tutorial screenshot shown in Fig. 3.4.
Figure 3.4: A screenshot of the tutorial pointing out the cues for the elf’s current emotion
Both sound and animated visuals are used as rewards. When players get answers right, progress
bars fill and they are also rewarded with a star animation at the end of levels and an animation
of the characters dancing at the end of the game. These animations are accompanied by simple
sound cues. Contrastingly, incorrect answers show an image that simply explains in text what must
be tried again, without as much visual or audio feedback. This design choice is meant to prevent
children from purposefully making wrong choices if audio/visual feedback was interpreted as more
rewarding than intended, following the findings of [26].
3.3 Training Modules
The structure of Feeling Factory is comprised of a tutorial that instructs players in how to play,
followed by different levels. Each level consists of an emotional prosody puzzle section, a grammatical
prosody puzzle section, and finally a prompt for semi-structured discussion time, in which players
are encouraged to discuss difficulties encountered or skills learned before moving on to the next level.
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Completing all levels results in a reward animation and song that shows an ending to the narrative.
3.3.1 Tutorial
The tutorial module of the game introduces the story and characters while showing the core actions
of both the elf and inventor roles. Players are introduced to each aspect of role playing as the elf and
inventor one at a time until all aspects have been practiced. Both players go through the tutorial
together on one device to ensure that they understand the activity together before separating into
playing the different roles on their own devices.
3.3.2 Emotions
In the emotion prosody puzzle section, players in the role of the elf say a displayed sentence with
a target emotion: happy, sad, or surprised. The player in the role of the inventor has to figure out
which emotion was used without any visual cues, only the other player’s voice. The inventor player
then chooses from a happy, sad, or surprised antidote. Players must correctly complete one of each
emotion before moving on to the next level. Optionally, the player in the elf role may complete an
accompanying action with his iPad that helps enhance role-playing the emotion: shaking the iPad
excitedly for happy, turning the iPad upside down for sadly, and holding the iPad still for surprised.
Players switch roles between the elf speaker and the inventor listener after every correct answer.
The levels become increasingly difficult as players progress through the game. In the first level,
the sentences the elf player uses explicitly say which emotion he should role-play. In the second,
the semantic content is tied to the emotion, but not by saying the explicit name of the emotion.
By the third level, the semantic content of the sentences is neutral, removing the extra content so
that players can only correctly identify an answer by the way the sentence is said. For example,
at first, the sentences the players are directed to say semantically cue the information as well (i.e.
a happy emotion is cued explicitly by the sentence being, “I am happy I made this potion,” and
in the next level the sentence would become slightly more ambiguous as, “I like making potions,”
before progressing to a completely semantically neutral sentence such as, “I made this potion.”). The
first sets of levels offer only three choices of emotions: happy, sad, and surprised. With a level of
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increased difficulty, other emotions are added. A playthrough of the game may end at a different
level, depending on the level of skill the child has acquired already, with the hope that practice will
allow for progressing further into the game on replay.
3.3.3 Grammar
In the grammar prosody puzzle section, players have to distinguish between question and statement
prosody. The player currently assigned the role of the elf is shown the word “ready” with either a
question mark or a period, indicating that he or she should say the word “ready” with the indicated
intonation of question or statement (“ready?” versus “ready.”). The player currently assigned the role
of the elf then chooses between a button marked “ready?” or “ready.” and must match the intonation
spoken by the other player. (Narratively, pressing “ready?” indicates not throwing a lever because
the other player was asking if everything was ready yet, while pressing “ready.” indicates throwing
a lever because the other player was instructing that he or she was ready). In Fig. 3.5, Player 1 is
currently in the role of the listener/inventor and Player 2 is currently in the role of the speaker/elf.
Figure 3.5: A screenshot of both players’ screens during the grammar puzzle section
Players therefore use only prosodic cues to determine if the spoken word is the question version or
the statement version. Players must complete five correct answers before moving on to the next
level.
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3.4 Playthrough
In an example playthrough of Feeling Factory, Player 1 takes on the role of the inventor, while Player
2 takes on the role of an elf. Player 2 is shown cues to demonstrate what emotion the elf is feeling
through emoticon symbols, the facial expression on the elf, and a thought bubble that provides the
reason the elf is feeling that emotion in his head (i.e., he is happy because he is thinking about a
party cake). Player 2 is directed to say a sentence using the prosody of that emotion, and complete
an accompanying action with the iPad that mimics the body language that goes along with it (i.e.
the player says, “I made a potion,” in a happy tone of voice while shaking the iPad like he is excited).
Player 1 is instructed to listen closely to the tone of voice to uncover which antidote to give the elf,
and can select the choice with a button on the iPad. A correct choice results in a progress point for
both players, while an incorrect choice does not. Progress is rewarded with sound feedback, a point
in a progress bar, and a small animation.
Players trade roles after each answer, switching between the inventor and the elves, so that both
are given turns practicing speaking and listening. Players must achieve three points in order to move
on to complete a level. At the end of a level, the players briefly play another kind of exercise that
focuses on question versus sentence intonation rather than emotion. The player currently assigned
the role of the elf is shown the word “ready” with either a question mark or a period, indicating
that he or she should say the word “ready” with the indicated intonation of question or statement.
The player currently assigned the role of the elf then chooses between a button marked “ready?’ or
‘ready.” and must match the intonation spoken by the other player.
At the conclusion of the grammar puzzle of question versus statement identification, players
are directed to conduct a semi-structured discussion about how they are doing so far, encouraging
them to talk about the differences they have noticed in how they each say the target sentences. An
example can be seen in Fig. 3.6. Finishing each level earns the players an animation and fills in a
star on a progress bar.
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Figure 3.6: A screenshot of the semi-structured discussion section
3.5 An Integrated Picture
The design of Feeling Factory combines elements of ABA interventions [11], DIR-Floortime [13], and
digital games in an attempt to maximize the engagement the player feels with the core mechanic
of listening to and speaking with expressive prosody. The combination of techniques also central-
izes the goal of generalization amongst different exemplars and ideally to the context of novel real
world scenarios as well. The following outlines how specific strategies are used from each of ABA,
DIR-Floortime, and digital game design, largely following the theories of James Paul Gee [9] (see
Chapter 2 for more background information). In Fig. 3.7, each of the learning goals is color coded
to corresponding strategies that help achieve that goal.
ABA, as therapist-centric intervention, functions by targeting a specific behavior and systemat-
ically using repeated exercises to explicitly learn the correct behavior. With Feeling Factory, the
core mechanic of the prosodic listening and speaking are practiced repeatedly through by having
multiple different emotions and question versus statement grammar examples presented throughout
the levels. Combined with the encouragement to play multiple times to progress deeper into the
game, this creates a repetition similar to ABA, with the intent of achieving generalization for the
multiple exemplars. The game rewards the correct behavior with points, visual, and audio stimuli,
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Figure 3.7: A chart of strategies from intervention and game design contributing to design
goals (generalization to context, to multiple examplars, and motivation)
similar to the reinforcement strategy of ABA, in an attempt to encourage repetition of the behavior.
Furthermore, the structure of the game allows the therapist to partially direct the action since both
players must be working in concert to progress, allowing for therapist-centric techniques to be used.
Note that while Feeling Factory adheres to constructions principles of ABA, it cannot be labeled as
an ABA intervention until applied by a certified ABA therapist.
DIR-Floortime, as child-centric intervention, functions through play to encourage desired behav-
iors. Feeling Factory is also play based in the literal sense, as it is a game, but relies somewhat on
the assumption that many children with ASD would choose it voluntarily as their source of play
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(while DIR-Floortime typically assumes the child will choose whatever activity they like without
outside influence). This requires that the function successfully under the game design strategies de-
scribed shortly, but also harnesses the observed proclivity of children with ASD for digital activities,
greatly heightening the likelihood that the child would choose the game of his or her own volition
even without encouragement. The child-centric nature of DIR-Floortime also allows for the child
to direct the topics that will be used in an intervention session, with the intent that this might
aid generalizing to a real world context the child is genuinely interested in discussing anyway. With
Feeling Factory, the child is encouraged to direct the conversation in the open ended discussion time,
and may select to talk about the elves or the potions for example. The goal is that this additional
context for conversation may help generalize to real world conversations outside of the game as well.
This is also reflective of the ‘train and hope’ generalization technique reflected by DIR-Floortime.
In Feeling Factory, the overarching strategy is to train using the sentences in the game with the
hope that they will be translated to real world context.
The design strategies employed from educational game design models provide further support
for engagement and generalization. Strategies for ongoing learning throughout gameplay include au-
tomation and repetition, situated meaning, and engagement strategies. The level design employed
is meant to create a series of problem solving opportunities serialized to primarily promote engage-
ment. The exercises are intentionally ordered, building one additional factor of difficulty at a time.
The cycle of repetition strategy found here is similar to the strategy proposed by the ABA exercise
repetition technique. In Feeling Factory, examples for the same emotions and grammatical contrast
of questions versus statements are repeated over and over throughout the levels. The meaning of
the activity within Feeling Factory is primarily situated in a meaningful place by integration with
the narrative; it is important to pay attention to emotion and question versus statement intona-
tion because within the story, the inventor needs to interpret the elves correctly to physically move
through the factory. The meaning is additionally situated against the larger real world context of
speaking with another person for understanding since the game system requires each player to speak
and listen to another real person, which may greatly aid generalizing to real world context.
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Furthermore, game design focuses on engagement, by providing the rewarding feedback often
and soliciting the interest of players to explore the narrative as well as the actual activity at hand.
In Feeling Factory, although learning is the primary goal, engagement via a fun experience is an
important part of achieving that goal. In designing the game, this was the factor that was most often
in conflict with other necessary factors for learning success. For example, more audio/visual feedback
given for incorrect answers would probably be more fun for the player. However, it was incompatible
with ideas like only using external rewards for correct behaviors, found in ABA. Ultimately, the fun
of the experience was focused into the role-playing aspect of getting to act out silly characters of a
narrative filled with elves and potions. This source of fun, when carefully designed with appropriate
feedback, is compatible with the other design factors found in the intervention methodologies.
Additionally, games use techniques from semiotic domains, focusing on relationships across sys-
tems and active, critical learning environments. They create a cycle of expertise where the player
can use what was learned in the previous set of levels to aid in the next set, allowing for practice
of old skills while new skills are acquired. The problems are also presented in a kind of ‘fish tank’
format, isolating down the problem of prosody expression as the only variable needed to be solved,
while the complex eco-system of a real world interaction is simplified down to the simple push of
a button. This also allows the primary speaking mechanic to frame speaking and listening as a
skill that the players can use as their main strategy to solve the problems in the game, allowing
for practice of the skill in a context, increasing engagement. These techniques for creating problem
solving opportunities overall are meant to create exercises that are challenging enough to promote
engagement, and easy enough to use and figure out that the player can continue without frustration.
An active, critical learning environment provides a framework for fostering understanding, which
primarily promotes generalization both across many exemplars and from the game to the real world.
For example, the serialized nature of the layout of problem, solution, reward provided allows for
the player to think systematically about the core problem to be solved of prosodic expression and
understand it better, and therefore practice is as a skill generalized across the game. As one of the
rewards for correct answers, the characters narratively respond positively to the correct behaviors as
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well, a reward system that more directly matches the real world reward common for the behavior.
This allows for players to construct meaning into the experience of the action from the game, and
create an image of what using prosody means to refer back to for more complete understanding when
prosody is encountered in the real world. Within the game system, the cycle also provides external
rewards of progress bars and stars, animation and sound systematically to encourage generalization
across the system.
Together, the techniques found in the ABA, DIR-Floortime, and educational digital game design
models used in Feeling Factory cover strategies for engagement and generalization across exemplars
and real world context in a variety of ways. Employing these strategies in combination may be
much more effective than employing them separately. Although design goals that focus on fun are
sometimes in conflict with goals that focus on meaningful learning, a compromise can be reached
in each case with careful design decision making. In Feeling Factory, speaking and listening with
effective prosody are centralized as the core mechanic of the game and designing a structure using
all of these methods around that central concept. That central concept is presented as a silly acting
activity, role playing as elves with potions in a fantasy narrative. Engagement and generalization of
this core material may be a key methodology for circumventing deficits in theory of mind that often
prevent effective prosodic skill learning for children with ASD.
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Chapter 4: Feasibility Study
A feasibility study was designed to evaluate the potential use and implications of Feeling Factory.
The study consists of qualitative evaluation by a panel of experts as well as case study testing with
five children with ASD and difficulties with prosody.
The expert panel concluded overall that they would like to try Feeling Factory with their own
students/clients. Overall, the two-player setup utilizing iPads as an interface was of particular
interest, along with using a narrative as a device to externalize the need for the use of prosody. The
expert panel also had many suggestions for the expansion of Feeling Factory to be used for more
skills and for more demographics.
The case study testing with the children with ASD also yielded positive results. All five partici-
pants were able to complete the game and expressed having liked the experience at the conclusion.
All five were also specifically identified with expressive and/or receptive prosody as a learning goal
in their Individualized Education Plans. Although efficacy data was not gathered at this time, re-
searcher observation indicated that the participants consistently improved in their ability to speak
expressively and correctly identify prosodic cues within the context of the game over the course of
testing.
The responses from the expert panel and the case study participants both reflected positive
responses to the different elements of the design of Feeling Factory that reflect techniques from ABA,
DIR-Floortime, and ongoing learning and semiotic domains of educational digital game design.
4.1 Expert Panel
A panel of experts was consulted to evaluate the potential use and implications of Feeling Factory us-
ing semi-structured interviews. The discussion questionnaire outline used can be found in Appendix
B.
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4.1.1 Expert Panel Procedure
Expert panel members participated in a semi-structured interview with the researcher. The semi-
structured interview format was selected to encourage a dialogue between the researcher and panel
members. The goal was to cover similar significant areas of evaluation with each panel member but
also allow for variations in particular areas of response and interest. Panel members were given about
15 minutes to examine Feeling Factory on two iPads provided by the researcher, with the researcher
present to answer questions. Then the interview was conducted for about 30 minutes with the game
still accessible. The list of questions, listed in Appendix B, includes questions encouraging discussion
of the game’s overall strengths and weaknesses, potential as a teaching tool, and specific questions
about different aspects of the game, such as the story and artwork and the two player structure.
Answers were recorded as written notes by the researcher.
4.1.2 Expert Panel Members
The expert panel consists of speech and language pathology experts who all have experience in
practice with clients with ASD and prosodic disorders. Three of the panel members were recruited
by contacting the Communications Sciences and Disorders Department at Temple University. One
was recruited from the Education Department specializing in special education for ASD, particularly
speech, at Drexel University. Additionally, speech and language pathologists who currently work in
Philadelphia Area public school systems and work with children with ASD and prosody disorders
were recruited as well.
Panel members include:
• Kim Sabourin, M.A., CCC-SLP, BCS-F, Board Certified Specialist in Fluency Disorders, Clin-
ical Supervisor/Instructor, Temple University
• Francine Kohen, M.S., CCC-SLP, Clinical Supervisor/Instructor, Temple University
• Paige Buzby, M.A. Student/Researcher, Speech-Language-Hearing, Temple University
• Katherine Beals, Ph.D., designer of Grammar Trainer, Department of Education, Drexel Uni-
versity
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• Judith Wilkes-Travers, M.A., CCC-SLP, clinical practitioner with children with ASD, clini-
cal/hospital and educational setting
• Carolyn Hayden, M.S., clinical practitioner with children with ASD, educational setting
• Alison Gerber, M.S. CCC-SLP, clinical practitioner with children with ASD, educational set-
ting
4.1.3 Expert Panel Results
Overall expert panel responses in semi-structured interviews about the feasibility of Feeling Factory
were very positive. All of the panel members indicated interest in trying the game with students/-
clients and said they would recommend it to other speech and language pathologists to try. Panel
members thought that Feeling Factory may be able to help children with ASD engage with the game
enough to learn the target prosody content and practice enough to generalize the prosody skills to
novel sentences and use in real world conversation.
All of the panel members liked the use of presenting the game on an iPad, noting client interest
and also ease of use with iPads. However, one suggested that in a real setting, therapists and
homes might not have access to two iPads. She did indicate that the alternate version of the game
on computers instead would be sufficient (Feeling Factory was created for iPad, but an alternate
computer version was also created).
Two-player Cooperative Structure
All panel members indicated very high interest in the two-player game structure. Many noted
that their clients usually have a high interest in computers and games, but they sometimes get
too focused on computers when they use them, isolating themselves. However, the panel members
noted that with Feeling Factory being for two players, they would not face this problem, and could
probably greatly increase client interest in speaking with another live person for practicing prosody.
Many noted the importance of practicing speech with another actual person rather than a computer
program. The panel members also noted that they do not know of much if any materials for
practicing prosody that currently exist, either analog or digital.
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The interest in games that the panel mentioned is reflective of the importance of including the el-
ements of child-direction and play using a train and hope generalization strategy, which are elements
of DIR-Floortime that aid in motivation and generalization to context. The additional comment of
the added benefit of the two-player in person speech system points to successful integration with an
element of situated meaning from game design to additionally support generalization to context.
Core Mechanics and Training Modules
The panel members liked the overall structure and content of the gameplay. They liked the tutorial
and thought it would be easy enough for their high-functioning students with ASD to figure out
how to play, and also lower-functioning children as well. They also thought it would be easy enough
for parents to be able to play the game with their children in home settings. Three panel members
suggested that the tutorial could be narrated to make the tutorial less demanding in the area of
reading, which is not the target skill for the game. (However, they noted that clients would still
need at least some reading skills since they must read sentences aloud to play the game). All of the
panel members liked the structure and inclusion of the emotional prosody and grammatical question
versus statement prosody levels. They all expressed liking the inclusion of practicing speaking and
listening as well. All panel members also liked the inclusion of the semi-structured discussion time
at the end of each level. However, one suggested that this section could be improved by adding
variations with different, very specific discussion suggestions (i.e., “Discuss together how you say
something with a happy tone of voice.”).
The core mechanics and training modules are reflective of the inclusion of the exercise repetition
technique from ABA and the automation and repetition technique for ongoing learning from game
design. These elements are meant to aid in generalization of the core activity to new exemplars (in
this case, practicing speaking and listening to emotional and grammatical prosody). The panel’s
answers indicate that they believe the mechanics and modules of Feeling Factory may form successful
exercises. Additionally, the semi-structured discussion section is designed to help boost players’
ability to form relationships across the game system by critically discussing with their partner,
helping to form an active, critical learning environment. These techniques are linked to generalization
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to new exemplars. All of the panel members suggested that they liked the inclusion of this element,
and one suggested expanding it through more prompts.
Rewards System
While all of the panel participants liked the feedback for correct and incorrect answers, noting fea-
tures like the artwork, animation, sounds, and points, a few had suggestions for additional features.
While one panel member strongly indicated that the feedback was not too little or too much, one
suggested that for correct answers there could be more animation, perhaps additionally graphically
indicating which emotions players got right the most and the least. Two other panel members agreed
with this suggestion when the researcher brought it up. Additionally, one panel member suggested
that for feedback if an answer was incorrect multiple times, a visual model could be used to display
a player’s prosody by recording the player’s voice with the microphone, similar to work she had
seen with VocSyl (see Chapter 2 for details). When this suggestion was brought up to other panel
members, three agreed that it would be a good addition while one suggested that the visual model
feedback might be too much to interpret and that it might be accidentally received as a reward
rather than corrective feedback.
The rewards system reflects the external rewards technique of ABA. It is also a component
the engagement ongoing learning technique and the active-critical learning environments techniques
from the semiotic domains of digital game design. The approval from the panel participants of the
reward system suggests a successful integration of these elements, which are targeted to make the
game more motivating and generalizable to new exemplars.
Narrative, Visual, and Sound Design
All panel members liked the look of the game, the sounds, and the story. Three panel members
mentioned liking the simplicity of the graphics overall, and the large, easy to read font and icons
were mentioned as well. Four of the panel members mentioned liking that the story externalized the
reason for needing to identify and express prosody, adding extra incentive to pay attention to and
use expressive prosody.
The narrative structure is a key component of creating situated meaning for Feeling Factory.
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The visual and sound design elements aid in engagement, which is linked to motivation. The panel
feedback suggests these elements, were addressed successfully.
Expansion Suggestions
Several panel members had additional suggestions for expanding the game in the future. All of the
panel members noted that they could use the game with clients with prosody difficulty besides those
with high functioning ASD, including low-functioning ASD (as long as there was a basic ability to
read), those with other developmental disorders, cerebral palsy, traumatic brain injury, Parkinson,
strokes, stutter disorders, and more. To expand the game for a wider audience, in addition to the
earlier suggestion about narration for the tutorial to lower the reading demand, one panel member
suggested that by swapping out the artwork and story, she would be very interested in using it with
her adult clients. One panel member also suggested adding female characters to extend the audience
appeal more to female clients. Additionally, three of the panel members indicated an interest in
trying out the game in a group setting, letting two clients try the game together. However, two of
the other panel members said this would most likely be frustrating for clients, since they both need
to use prosody correctly at the same time to advance (one speaking, and one listening), and that
the second player may need to facilitate the gameplay too much for that to work.
Additional suggestions for expanding the game included the possibility of adding more emotions,
particularly anger. Many of the panel members noted that their clients with ASD often express
anger inappropriately and do not use their voices to do so, and one mentioned that being able to
receptively identify anger is very important. None of these panel members thought that using anger
in the role-playing setting of the game would be upsetting for their clients. When the researcher
additionally mentioned the possibility of expanding the emotion section by using degrees of emotions
(very happy versus slightly happy), six of the panel members thought this would be too difficult
while one said she would like to try it. Another panel member suggested the possibility of expanding
the game to include sarcasm, pausing, and other grammatical intonation patterns.
Two other suggestions for expanding the game extended the use of the game beyond prosody
learning. A panel member suggested that as a vocabulary building exercise, in later levels the words
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for the different emotions could be swapped out with synonyms (for example, swapping out ‘ecstatic’
for ‘happy’). With this structure, more nuanced emotions could be used without needing to do the
very difficult task of distinguishing between very similar emotions, and players could practice other
vocabulary words at the same time. Another panel member suggested that a precursor version of
the game could be made in which players have to correctly identify the emotions in the pictures
of the game. This would serve as a feeling identification training game and would also ensure that
players had mastered identification of the emotions before they were required to use prosody to
express them.
The interviews as a group showed a high level of interest in trying Feeling Factory as a prosody
training game. Some mentioned the high level of polish of the game versus other content they
have used, particularly regarding the artwork. They also indicated a high level of interest in the
expansion of Feeling Factory and the creation of more games like it for other content and for other
target demographics.
4.2 Case Study
Case studies were conducted with five students with ASD in the Philadelphia Area. The participants
were recruited through their speech and language pathologists, providing a recruitment flier to their
parents.
4.2.1 Case Study Procedure
After obtaining consent from participants’ parents, the study was conducted at participant’s schools
in each participant’s speech classroom. Participants’ assent was obtained at the beginning of testing.
All participants were students in public schools with mixed typical classroom settings and ASD
support classrooms. Additionally, all students received speech and language pathology pull-out
classes, and had been previously identified with prosodic speech difficulties by their speech and
language pathology instructors. Background information on each participant was gathered from
existing test scores and Individualized Education Plan files from the participants’ schools.
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Testing sessions were conducted with each student individually rather than in group sessions
to avoid influencing opinions based on other student’s testing. Each student’s speech and lan-
guage pathology instructor was present for the testing sessions. Each testing session consisted of
the student playing through Feeling Factory with the researcher on two iPads provided by the re-
searcher. Playthrough time lasted approximately 20-30 minutes. Following playthrough sessions, the
researcher interviewed each student using the questionnaire found in Appendix B for approximately
20 minutes. Responses were recorded as written notes by the researcher.
4.2.2 Case Study Participants
Participants were male students with ASD and previously identified prosody difficulties, and were
between the ages of 12 to 14 years of age at the time of testing. The following details the back-
grounds and testing results of each of the case study participants. Pseudonyms are used to preserve
participant anonymity.
Andy’s Background
Participant “Andy” was 14 years old and in the seventh grade at the time of testing, and was identified
with ASD and prosodic speech difficulties. According to researcher observation, Andy speaks with
a monotone voice and very low volume. His speech and language pathologist also noted that he
often likes game formats during her classes with him. His Individualized Education Plan (IEP)
lists his cognitive ability as low/average and his reading level as low, with detriments in reading
comprehension. The IEP includes improving prosodic skills, particularly speaking with expressive
emotion as a goal. The IEP also includes using and particularly answering questions as goals. This
makes Andy an ideal candidate for use of Feeling Factory, as its primary focuses include emotional
prosody and grammatical prosody cues for questions versus statements.
According to Andy’s Wechsler Intelligence Scale test scores, his overall intellectual ability is
within the borderline range, indicating that his cognitive functioning borders on an intellectual
disability. He performed relatively well in some areas, including visual data, and struggled with
others, including verbal skills. His range of factual knowledge and vocabulary development are
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deficient and far below average. He also has deficient skills in working memory, and thus often
required prompting and repetition to remember information. His test scores were as follows:
• Verbal Comprehension Index: 65
• Working Memory Index: 59
• Perceptual Reasoning Index: 106
• Processing Speed Index: 62
• Full Scale Score: 70
Brad’s Background
Participant “Brad” was 13 years old and in the sixth grade at the time of testing, and was identified
with ASD and prosodic speech difficulties. According to researcher observation, Brad speaks with a
monotone voice and slightly elevated volume. His IEP lists his overall cognitive ability as about two
years below average and his reading level as below average. His IEP includes improving pragmatics
and expressive receptive and productive language use as goals. This makes Brad a great candidate
for the use of Feeling Factory, to try both the receptive and productive language aspects of the
game.
Brad suffered from repeated ear infections as a young child, and as a result his hearing sensitivity
is reduced to about 15-45 decibels, which may be a contributing factor for his language difficulties.
According to his Comprehensive Assessment of Spoken Language (CASL) scores, Brad is on average
12 points below 2 standard deviations for his language skills. His test scores were as follows:
• Sentence Comprehension of Syntax 3 (standard score is 68)
• Nonliteral 3 (standard score is 55)
• Pragmatic 25 (standard score is 52)
• Core Comprehension 50
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Cole’s Background
Participant “Cole” was 12 years old and in the sixth grade at the time of testing, and was identi-
fied with ASD and prosodic speech difficulties. According to researcher and speech and language
pathologist observation, Cole speaks with ‘sing-song’ voice, or intonation that rises and falls in pitch
in a particular pattern that tends to be repeated in every sentence, and the pattern includes that
each utterance ends in rising intonation. His speech and language pathologist noted that he has
a high level of interest in computers and electronics. Cole’s IEP lists his cognitive functioning as
low/average and his reading comprehension as low/average. Listening comprehension of questions
is listed as one of his primary learning goals in the IEP, making Cole a particularly good candidate
for trying the receptive grammatical question versus statement section of Feeling Factory.
Cole’s Kaufman tests identify his core language skills as barely average, with relatively better
expressive language than receptive language. His test scores were as follows:
• Core Language 85 (barely average)
• Receptive Language 76 (below average)
• Expressive Language 98 (average)
• Nonsense Word Decoding 90 (average)
• Letter/Word Identification 98 (average)
• Reading Comprehension 87 (low average)
• Math Concepts and Applications 77 (well below average)
• Math Computation 85 (low average)
• Spelling 89 (low average)
Daniel’s Background
Participant “Daniel” was 10 years old and in the fourth grade at the time of testing, and was iden-
tified with ASD and prosodic speech difficulties. According to researcher and speech and language
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pathologist observation, Daniel speaks with exaggerated affect. Daniel’s IEP lists his academic level
as below average in all areas, and his cognition as low as well. His IEP lists receptive and expressive
language skills as skills to be focused on through a speech and language therapy program, as well as
grammatical skills necessary for following directions.
Daniel’s Clinical Evaluation of Language Fundamentals (CELF) identifies his core language skills
as below average. His test scores were as follows:
• Core Language Score 66 (1 SD below average)
• Receptive Language 70 (Average score 85-115)
• Expressive Language 73 (Average score 85-115)
• Word Classes 4 (Average score 7-13)
• Following Directions 8 (Average score 7-13)
• Recalling Sentences 3 (Average score 7-13)
• Formulated Sentences 7 (Average score 7-13)
• Sentence Assembly 6 (Average score 7-13)
• Semantic Relationships 2 (Average score 7-13)
Ethan’s Background
Participant “Ethan” was 12 years old and in the sixth grade at the time of testing. He was iden-
tified with ASD and prosodic speech difficulties. According to researcher and speech and language
pathologist observation, Ethan speaks with exaggerated, inappropriate affect and volume, sometimes
unrelated to context. Overall, Ethan’s IEP notes that he is 2-3 years behind in academic skill levels,
and has low cognitive ability. Ethan’s IEP also notes that he has particular difficulty answering
questions. He is better with expressive language than receptive language.
According to his Academic Standard 1.6 Speaking and Listening SubProbes, Ethan has a 40-80%
accurate speaking and listening ability.
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4.2.3 Case Study Results–Participant Observations
All participants were able to complete a playthrough of the entire game of Feeling Factory within the
allotted 30 minutes. Overall results were very encouraging, with high levels of interest in the game
expressed by all participants. Furthermore, the participants all seemed to improve in the target
skills of the game over time.
Participants read the tutorial aloud (which includes the introduction to the story as well as
instructions for gameplay) with minimal assistance from the researcher. Specifically, the researcher
helped Andy and/or Brad with the words “emotion,” “factory,” “inventor,” “elves,” and “antidote”
1-3 times when they came up in the text, but both Andy and Brad were able to read all of these
words on their own after that.
Participants were all able to successfully practice the target skills of speaking with and listening
to emotional prosody and grammatical question versus statement prosody. Overall, the researcher
observed improvement in ability to play the game over the course of the playthroughs, particularly
through increased prosodic expression over time. These observations were gathered through qual-
itative observation and were not analyzed quantitatively due to small participant group size and
short amount of testing time (each participant played through the entire game only once). However,
the positive observation of improved ability to play over time may suggest successful inclusion of
elements to create generalization to new exemplars.
Andy’s Playthrough
Andy was very good at playing the game. Using receptive language skills in the role of the inventor,
he incorrectly identified the grammatical question versus statement content in the first level, but was
able to correct the error on retrying and got all the answers correct in subsequent levels. He also got
all of the receptive questions correct in all of the emotional prosody levels. Using expressive language
skills, he needed the other player to demonstrate how to speak with question versus statement
intonation once at the beginning of the first time this level was presented, but was able to do so
on his own after that. He was able to speak with emotion, and only needed to be prompted to try
speaking a little more expressively twice. (The prompting was required after he reverted to speaking
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in his usual monotone intonation on first attempts).
Brad’s Playthrough
Brad was able to play the game fairly easily. He required a little bit of prompting to speak ex-
pressively, but required less prompting by the end of the game. Brad was better at the emotional
prosody sections than the question versus statement prosody sections, and particularly struggled
with expressive prosody when saying ‘ready?’ as a question versus ‘ready.’ as a statement. He
would say the word with a monotone voice at first. After the researcher demonstrated the correct
prosody multiple times, he was able to improve enough that the researcher could correctly identify
which he intonation he was using. The researcher had to continue to demonstrate the question and
statement prosody throughout, but less often over time.
Cole’s Playthrough
Cole was particularly good at the emotional language levels, both receptive and expressive, and was
able to identify the emotions from the other player easily and speak with emotions easily, using
correct intonation and not his typical ‘sing-song’ intonation. However, he had more difficulty with
the grammatical question versus statement levels of the game. He got several of the answers wrong
in the first level when he was receptively listening for question statement intonation, but improved
over time. For expressive question versus statement intonation (saying ‘ready?’ versus ‘ready.’), he
needed demonstration for how to raise his intonation for a question several times. At first, he said
all of the prompts the same way, with flat intonation. However, by the end, he was able to say the
statement ‘ready.’ with fairly correct and improved prosody fairly consistently, and could sometimes
say the question ‘ready?’ with correct and improved prosody. Cole’s struggle in this particular area
is not surprising given the particular difficulties in his IEP regarding question intonation, and it
was encouraging to see some improvement even in the short testing session. It must also be noted
that this section seemed a little frustrating to Cole and was indicated to be his least favorite part of
the game. Overall, however, Cole may have enjoyed the game the most out of all the participants;
without being prompted by any questions, he asked the researcher how he could get a copy of the
game at the conclusion of testing and indicated a strong desire to play it again. Cole said he would
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like to try it at home and at school.
Daniel’s Playthrough
Daniel was able to play the game fairly easily. He needed repeated help to read the word ‘emotion,’
but was able to understand the story according to his interview. Daniel was the only test subject
who used the motions that accompany the emotions for a significant portion of his playthrough
(about the first third of his play time). Daniel was able to very easily interpret and correctly answer
the receptive/listening parts of the game. He required some researcher prompting (about 5 times) to
repeat his reading with emotion during his expressive/speaking turns. He also required researcher
modeling of how to say the question ‘ready?’ versus the statement ‘ready.’, but was able to do so
with better intonation after modeling. He required less prompting over time, improving his ability
to play by the end of the playthrough.
Ethan’s Playthrough
Ethan was able to play the game very easily. He only required help reading the word ‘antidote.’
Although he did not want to do the motion portion of the actions, he was able to play the game
without assistance. Ethan needed researcher prompting to bring his expression levels down rather
than up for his expressive/speaking turns on many occasions to reflect a more natural level, but
was able to do so. He did not require prompting to bring expression level down in the final level,
showing improved ability to play using appropriate expressive levels.
4.2.4 Case Study Results–Interviews with Participants
All of the participants were able to correctly summarize the content of the story during the inter-
view, mentioning that it was about elves, a factory, and potions that give different emotions. The
participants were also able to figure out how to play (correctly speaking and pressing the buttons
on their turns) without outside intervention from the researcher. All participants answered that it
was easy rather than hard to figure out how to play the game. These results are indicative that all
participants were able to read and understand the story and instructions. This is an encouraging
indication of the usability of the game, particularly given that all of the participants have difficulties
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with reading comprehension and the target skill of expressive and/or receptive prosody.
Overall, the participants all indicated that they liked playing the game, which suggests good levels
of engagement and motivation in their gameplay experiences. Three of the five participants, Andy,
Brad, and Daniel indicated that their favorite part of the game were the animations and sounds,
especially the ending. Cole’s favorite part was role-playing the different emotions in the elf role.
Cole mentioned, “talking like the elves was fun! I liked saying things in the different voices.” Ethan’s
favorite part was the grammatical levels, which he indicated by saying, “I liked the ready? ready.
part!” This is a particularly encouraging response, as it emphasizes enjoyment of the main gameplay
mechanic of role-playing, even over external reward content. Ethan in particular has improving his
question skills as a learning goal in his IEP, so his enjoyment of the grammatical section as his
favorite is an especially positive result. When asked about dislikes and changes they would like to
make to the game, Brad initially did not think of anything but eventually said he disliked the story
a little. Cole disliked the pictures a little and did not enjoy the grammar levels identifying questions
versus statements. Andy did not have any dislikes.
All of the participants responded that they enjoyed having the game presented on an iPad. The
participants each seemed eager to engage with the iPad as soon as they saw it, but were also willing
to stop engaging with the iPad and switch to answering questions at the conclusion of the game.
Only one of the participants expressed interest in completing the motion actions with the iPads
(shaking the iPad while they said happy answers, holding it upside down for sad, etc.), and instead
elected to place the iPad flat on a table instead. This was not an issue for usability since the motion
actions are optional, but is a strong indication that they may not provide any benefit and should be
considered to be removed from the game.
Narrative, Visual, and Sound Design
Concerning the story, Andy, Cole, Daniel, and Ethan enjoyed it, while Brad was less interested in
the story. Daniel in particular mentioned that “I liked saving the elves. They were funny!” Brad
indicated that this was because of he dislikes elves. It is difficult to conclude if any changes should
be made to the story or not based on this result, given that individual difference in theme preference
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like this seem likely to occur for any story theme selected. The participants were able to correctly
comprehend the narrative as well, so the story structure most likely does not require any changes.
Concerning the artwork, Andy, Brad, Daniel, and Ethan were very happy with it, while Cole
disliked it somewhat. Again, this may be an unavoidable issue regarding individual difference.
However, Cole did mention that the reason he disliked the artwork was because it seemed like “it
was for little kids.” Therefore the artwork may be appropriate for a more narrow demographic with
taste level a little younger than Cole’s in particular. Concerning the sounds, all of the participants
were very happy with the sound feedback for questions and ending song. Brad was particularly fond
of the song and listed it as one of his favorite things.
Rewards System
Overall, the participants enjoyed the story, sound, and artwork and animation as rewards for getting
answers right. They all seemed sufficiently motivated by these mechanisms to want to continue
playing throughout. Brad seemed to especially like the reward star animations, and would say, “yes,
I got a star!” at the ends of the levels. Furthermore, all of the participants responded to the feedback
for the incorrect answers appropriately, not attempting to repeat wrong answers on purpose, and
would consistently try again with seemingly more effort after incorrect answers were made.
Two-player Cooperative Structure and Core Mechanics
The participants all responded that they enjoyed playing the game with another person, and would
recommend it to a friend to play. This result indicates that the mediation of the digital game suc-
cessfully encouraged each of these participants to interact voluntarily and positively with another
person. It implies that the participants were able to play the game successfully and practice using
prosody because they were engaged enough through the elements of the game they each highlighted–
in particular the role-playing in a narrative mechanic and the animation and sound reward design.
When Brad answered, “Yeah, I wanna try it with my friends,” his speech and language pathologist
noted after the conclusion of the testing that she was surprised by this response, given that Brad is
generally only interested in interacting with adults, but indicated he would like to try playing the
game with a friend. The willingness to play with another person was also particularly encouraging
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for Andy, as his speech and language pathologist noted after testing that he does not usually like
interacting with others and avoids interaction. The core mechanic of emotional prosody role-playing
may have been especially successful with Cole, who noted it as his favorite part of the game, indi-
cating an elevated level of engagement. The core mechanic of grammatical prosody may have been
especially successful with Ethan, who has improving question skills as a goal in his IEP. Ethan not
only listed the grammatical section as his favorite (referring to it as the “ready? ready. part”), but
also answered the question “What could make the game better?” with “More of the ready? ready.
ready? ready.!”
When asked what they learned from the game, Brad said he learned about saying questions “like
how you say ‘ready.’ or if you want to ask ‘ready?” ’ Ethan and Cole said they learned about talking
with different emotions, indicating that they correctly identified and felt they were improving in the
two target skills. Ethan pointed at posters with different emotions that were up on the walls of
the room and said, “saying things like with the feelings,” which indicates he knew he was practicing
speech related to emotion skills he had worked on before. Cole described learning “acting like the
different elves, and some were like happy or sad,” indicating his experience as more of a role-playing
activity for the different elves and their emotions. Andy and Daniel were unable to identify what
they learned from the game, but they both often struggle to answer questions that are so open
ended.
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Chapter 5: Conclusion
We believe that Feeling Factory was a successful game from a feasibility standpoint based on expert
panel and case study participant interview results. The study described here was able to provide
qualitative data indicating that the target demographic is able and excited to use Feeling Factory.
The interviews with the expert panel indicate that the integration of traditional intervention tech-
niques with game design techniques successfully provided a tool that the experts believe could be
generalizable and engaging enough for children with ASD to benefit.
5.1 Implications
Overall, the expert panel and case studies yielded positive results relating to the integration of the
elements from ABA, DIR-Floortime, and educational game design techniques from ongoing learning
and semiotic domains. These elements included exercise repetition, external rewards, play, child-
direction, train and hope generalization, automation and repetition, situated meaning, engagement,
relationships across systems, and active, critical learning environment. As each of the elements is
designed to be connected with the learning goals of generalization to context, generalization to new
exemplars, and motivation, the feasibility study results suggest the teaching potential of the Feeling
Factory design.
Based on the combination of the interviews from expert panel members and children participating
in the case studies, an implication of the Feeling Factory feasibility study is that there is a high
amount of interest in this kind of two-player digital game model. The game was engaging enough
for pilot participants to want to play and also to successfully engage with prosodic conversations
with another person, enhancing possibilities for generalizing to real world context. The game was
also structured in a way that expert panel members thought would be useful for generalization to
novel sentences and many different types of prosodic content as well.
The two-player digital game model seems to have successfully solved many of the problems typ-
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ically found in either traditional interventions, which tend to lack enough incentive for engagement,
and digital games, which tend to cause problems getting participants to generalize to real world inter-
actions. The two-player digital game model instead harnesses interest in digital interfaces shown by
participants along with interest in the audio-visual and narrative context to enhance engagement,
while still requiring the person-to-person interaction essential to traditional interventions. This
structure may be able to be used in many other educational games for both speech and language
pathology and autism intervention.
The study implies that the generalization strategy of focusing on a narrative context for gameplay
could be effective for participants. However, additional suggestions from expert panel interviews also
imply that visual feedback that focuses on mechanical speech input could be useful as well. Although
a small amount of work exists studying this type of feedback (see Chapter 2), it may be additionally
important to study the narrative feedback in combination with the mechanical feedback in addition
to testing the two models separately.
5.2 Limitations
A limitation of this study is the low number of participants in the case studies. We were only able
to recruit five participants due to logistical reasons. Although these participants were all very good
candidates for the study, they were overall very similar to each other demographically, and may not
be representative of a wider population of high-functioning male children with ASD.
Semi-structured interviews with participants’ parents may have also helped show the feasibility
of using Feeling Factory in homes rather than clinical and educational settings.
Furthermore, due to time limitations for the participant study, more features that were in de-
velopment were not tested. These include a rudimentary visual production model that would show
an abstract visual representation of players produced prosody. A study with this feature could help
show whether this additional feedback content can be more useful to participants or if it would be
more distracting, since expert panel opinions on this were mixed. Additional features could also
include more levels featuring more emotions and degrees of emotions. Since each participant could
only complete testing for an hour session including interview time, including these other levels and
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features would have required multiple testing sessions and/or many more participants.
5.3 Future Work
Given the success of the feasibility study, continued work in this area would benefit from efficacy
studies of Feeling Factory. The existing study could benefit from additional participants beyond
the five case studies, with potential integration of a quantitative intervention acceptability measure.
Based on expert panel feedback, these studies could also be expanded to include other demographics
beyond those with high-functioning ASD to any person with prosodic speech difficulties and the
ability to read.
Furthermore, Feeling Factory could be expanded to explore many of the suggestions provided by
the expert panel, such as the use of more emotions and the integration of visual production models
for the audio of the player’s voices. Expanding the research beyond prosody could also be used to
explore the potential of the two-player digital game model and integration of traditional intervention
methodologies with game design techniques. These models could be used for studying the design of
tools for ASD education that extend to many other skills and behaviors.
In summary, this thesis project explored the new design space of combining ASD intervention tech-
niques with digital game design. The two-player model sought to optimize engagement, generaliz-
ability to context, and generalizability to new exemplars. We created a game, Feeling Factory, using
the target skill of expressive and receptive prosody as the core mechanic. Based on the feedback of
a panel of experts as well as case studies with five children with ASD, the game is usable and could
potentially be effective for prosody treatment. Although this area of research has much yet to be
explored, others may be able to use the design concepts of Feeling Factory to create and research
more games and learning tools. Educational digital game design should be further explored for its
tremendous potential with developmental disorders and speech disorders.
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Appendix A: Definition of Terms
• Agency: Ability of the user to control his or her experience/environment.
• Applied Behavior Analysis (ABA): The operant conditioning methodology that is the primary
treatment methodology for behavior of people with ASD. The standards for this methodology
must meet the criteria of the Behavior Analyst Certification Board.
• Artificial intelligence: comprised of intelligent agents, which can analyze their environments
and act accordingly to maximize chances of success
• ASD: Initialism for Autism Spectrum Disorder, a group of developmental disabilities that can
cause significant social, communication and behavioral challenges.
• Autism: A group of developmental disabilities that can cause significant social, communication
and behavioral challenges.
• Common stimuli rewards: Rewards for behavior during education that are analogous to rewards
that would result from the same behavior in a real world scenario.
• Computer-based tool: A teaching tool whose primary means of delivery is a computer.
• Computer-assisted tool: A computer teaching tool used in conjunction with in-person inter-
vention or therapy
• Developmental, Individual-difference, Relationship-based (DIR) Floortime: An ASD interven-
tion methodology. The core tenants of DIR Floortime aim to build foundations for healthy
development through child-centric approach.
• Experiential learning theory: An educational model based on direct experience and reflective
observation.
• Expressive language: What one says to others; aspects of speaking rather than listening.
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• Flow: Complete immersion and motivated focus achieved through increased player agency by
adjusting to be neither too difficult nor too easy.
• Gamification: The use of game design strategies to engage users to increase motivation and
learning.
• Generalization: A methodology for encouraging extension of a concept from specific to broad
contexts, including strategies such as common stimuli rewards, training sufficient exemplars,
and using indiscriminable contingencies.
• Intervention: Therepeutic/ educational techniques used to modify the user’s behavior, used
here in the prosody area of communication.
• Narratology: A game design technique focused on story as central to the gaming experience.
• Ludology: A game design technique focused on the gameplay as central to the gaming experi-
ence.
• Prosody: The patterns of stress and intonation in language, contributing to intonation, tone,
stress, and rhythm. It conveys information such as affective (or emotional) state, grammat-
ical content (such as whether an utterance is a question or statement), and other nuanced
information, such as irony, sarcasm, emphasis, contrast, and focus.
• Receptive language: What one interprets from the speech of others; aspects of listening and
understanding language rather than speaking.
• User-Centric Design: Focus on the user throughout the design process.
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Appendix B: Semi-structured Interview Questions
Semi-structured interview questions for children and speech therapists:
Was there anything you liked about the game?
Was there anything you disliked about the game?
Was there anything you would change about the game?
What did you think about playing with another person?
What did you think about playing on an iPad?
What did you think about the animations if you got the answers right?
What did you think about the hints if you got the answers wrong?
What did you think about moving the iPad while you talked?
Did you like the look of the game?
Would you recommend the game to a friend?
What could make the game better?
Was it easy or hard to figure out how to play the game?
What do you think the story was about?
What did you think about the story?
Did you learn anything from the game?
If yes, what did you learn?

